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version) vs. ZEN STUDS (2019 version) I bought the ZEN NOW and in my quest to keep tabs on my
investments, I looked at it every day. I got into this newfangled world, that is, investing in physical

precious metals, and I was excited about the potential to make some money. I didn’t have one penny
to spend, but I had a sinking feeling about the “safety” that I’d read about it. A few other factors

were working in my favor: I liked the idea of having physical metal to send to my family in the event
I died, I didn’t really want to get back into the bond market (but I did), and the idea of owning a

tangible and appreciating asset always appealed to me. I did my research and found a well-known
physical precious metals “buy and hold” company and they got a recommendation to buy ZEN NOW.

(This was before it had its name change to zen metal). So, I did. I watched the price climb and
climbed on board. But, I didn’t let myself be comfortable. I would watch ZEN NOW prices rise and rise

and still keep on buying. I was really getting into the “system” and was so lost in this world of
investing that I felt like I should be keeping an eye on my portfolio. ZEN NOW (2019 version) vs. ZEN

STUDS (2019 version) So, I did a little research and watched some videos and found out that ZEN
STUDS (2019 version) had a new name, a new management, and different buying strategies.
Sooooo…. I decided to try it out. My test purchase was a gold American Eagle token. (I think) I

bought
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Super Singh. In a world where good guys are
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